13 – Polar 5 – 07 April 2019
AFLUX Flight #12
Mission PI:
Yvonne Boose
Objectives:
Sample clouds along line of CLOUDSAT overpass over open water and sea ice from above with
radar/lidar, in-situ with the cloud probes and radiative and turbulent energy fluxes below and within.
Furthermore, to study cloud properties (especially turbulent energy fluxes and microphysical properties)
over sea ice at particularly low wind velocity conditions.
Crew:
Pilots:
1. PI:
2. Microphysics:
3. AWI Data:
5. Radiation:
6. Remote Sensing

Jim Haffey, Marc-Andre Verner
Yvonne Boose
Regis Dupuy
Sebastian Spelz
Johannes Stapf
Leif-Leonard Kliesch

Instrument status:
Polar 5
Basic Data Acquisition
Nose Boom
Drop Sondes
SMART Albedometer
Eagle/Hawk
MiRAC Radar
MiRAC Microwave
AMALi
Polar Nephelometer
2D-S
CAPS
PIP

okay
okay
none
okay
okay
okay
okay
okay
okay
okay
CIP had strong icing problems, LWC not working, rest ok
okay

Flight times:
Take-off
Touch-down

Polar 5
07:21 UTC
12:16 UTC

Overview
The strategy of this flight was to sample clouds during very low wind conditions over the sea ice in
collocation with the CloudSat overpass at waypoint W2 at 08:45 UTC by remote sensing from 10’000 ft,
followed by a saw-teeth pattern along the same track, and then a longer leg at 200 ft for radiation and
turbulence measurements. To sample turbulence and in-situ cloud properties more in detail, a staircase
pattern in the middle of the satellite overpass track was planned. However, due to the very thin and
dissipating clouds along the track of the satellite overpass, the remote sensing part at 10’000 ft, the sawteeth pattern and the leg at 200 ft were shortened and the staircase pattern was carried outover the sea
ice edge, south-west of the originally planned location. Finally, a collocated measurement with the Lidar
in Ny-Alesund was integrated during cloud free conditions over Ny-Alesund.

Weather (predicted and observed during the flight)
The weather situation on 7.April 2019 was dominated by a high pressure system in the northwest of the
island which led to low wind speeds (5-10 kn at 10 m) in easterly direction over the ice north of Svalbard.
Low clouds occurred over the open water as visible in the satellite picture below. Low clouds were also
forecasted further north over the ice, as seen in the cloud cover graph below. However, as seen in the
satellite picture, they were very thin and dissipated. During the course of the flight a cirrus cloud layer
moved over the measurement region from the east.

Flight pattern:
The Cloudsat overpass at 8:45 UTC required an early take-off time of 07:20 UTC (09:20 local time). The
original plan was to carry out remote sensing measurements at 10’000 ft all the way from LYE to W1,
then along the axis of the satellite overpass from W1 to W3, with an exact collocation of Cloudsat and
Polar 5 at 08:45 UTC at W2. To compare these remote sensing measurements with in-situ data, a saw
teeth pattern was planned on the way back from W3 to W1. These measurements would have been
rounded up by below-cloud radiation measurements at 200 ft between W1 and W2 and a staircase
pattern between W4 and W5 (crossing W2) from below to above clouds for turbulence and further insitu measurements.
However, the dissipating cloud situation required to adapt the flight pattern spontaneously. During the
first leg from W1 to W2, low-level clouds were found only in the first quarter of the leg, followed by a
midlevel cloud towards W2. Arriving at W2 it could be seen that the entire remaining leg between W2

and W3 was cloud free. Thus, we stopped the leg shortly past W2, turned and started a saw tooth
pattern going back to W1. As the clouds had moved southwards, we went a bit south of the track to
sample still in clouds. At W1 we turned and went again towards W2 on 200 ft. However, as clouds were
quickly dissipating, it was decided by the crew to go westwards where we found clouds and carried out a
staircase pattern between new WP4 (80.41°N, 16.73°E) and new WP5 (80.28°N, 15.16E).
After this we went southwestwards at 10’000 ft and over Ny-Alesund, where the ground-bound LIDAR
was measuring at the same time.

Detailed Flight Logs (all times in UTC):
LYR  W1
-

10000 ft

Local conditions at LYR airport: high clouds but
clear on the ground
INS aligned
7:21 Take-off
Climb to 10’000 ft
07:24:40 in clouds
07:25:07 above clouds
7:33 level at 10’000 ft
7:47Clouds ahead
08:09 Glory below  liquid layer on top of clouds

160-180 kn
07:25

136 nm

50 min

07:57

-

-

W1 
-

-

08:14 Broken sea ice below, hardly clouds
visible
08: 15 arriving at WP1, a bit earlier than
necessary, thus turn right, extend the line of
the satellite overpass. Here, clouds are a bit
thicker below
08:19 turn (clockwise)
08:26:57 WP1 from now on on satellite
overpass track

W2
10000 ft
08:28 very thin clouds ahead below
08:36 hardly any clouds below
08:39 louds below, estimated by Jim to have a
cloudbase of 2000ft, cloud top at 2500 ft and a
second layer at around 7000 ft
08:42 soon flying over a hole in the clouds
(only hole there is). No clouds above us
08:45 at WP2, perfect in time for satellite
overpass. Some midlevel clouds below us but
no low level clouds are visible here

08:15

150 kn
08:32

08:46

49 nm

20 min

W2  towards W3
10000 ft
150 kn
12.5 nm
- 08:50 No clouds visible ahead of us, thus stop track and turn to go back @ 120 kn
Northern turning point W1
200 ft – 10000 ft
120 kn
68 nm
- 08:52 sinking as fast as possible until cloud top
08:52
- 08:57 Turbulence felt
- 08:59 Cloud top, going down now with 500
ft/min
- 09:00 Cloud base @ 4900 ft, go back up
- 09:02 Cloud top @ 5700 ft
- 09:02:50 go down again, this was a very thin
left over
- 09:07 Cloud top @ 700 ft, going down at 300
ft/min, 120 kn
- 09:08 Cloud base@300 ft
- 09:09 Go up again at 300 ft/min, not much ice
09:17
in these clouds
- 09:10 Cloud top, inversion started here
- 09:12 Back down, clouds ahead look like tops
are at 1000 ft
- 09:15 Up again, cloud tops at 800 ft, glory on
our right
- 09:17 Down again, clouds are very thin now
- 09:18:40 leveling at 200 ft, continue here
- 09:23 arriving at WP1
W1  new W4
- 09:26 searching for clouds
- 09:34 going down , there is some sea ice still
below us
- 09:36 Cloud top @1000 ft
- 09:37 over open water, at 200 ft, precipitation
seen
- 09:38 turn, some turbulence felt

Staircase between new W4 and new W5
- 09:40 On 16 nm staircase track (new W5): 200
ft leg. Clouds are ticker here than at the
satellite track
- 09:44 some snow showers, more and more ice
- 09:50 turn @ W4 and go to 400 ft
- 09:55 clouds disappeared
- 09:56 snow showers
- 09:57 ice edge ahead
- 10:00 Updraft from the warm water felt
- 10:02 Turn @ W5, a lot more clouds here
- 10:05 a little icing on the probes visible

09:35

120 kn
09:48

16 nm

5 min
34 min

-

10:06 @600 ft
10:07 Over ice again, hardly clouds
10:10 In clouds again
10:13 Turn @ W4 and go to 800 ft
10:22 Icing on the probes and wings
10:25 End of the track, go above clouds to deice
10:27 Go down again (W5), doing some S-turns
to get ice off the probes
10:32 another turn into the sun to get CIP icefree
10:41 back on track (W5) on 1000 ft
10:50 turn @ W4 and go to 1200 ft
11:03 turn @ W5 and go to 2000 ft
11:07 cirrus clouds ahead of us
11:14 end of track @ W4, go to 10’000 ft
11:20 last staircase leg at 10’000 ft
11:22 Lidar in Ny-Alesund is turned on
11:26 finish staircase pattern @ W5, go
towards Ny-Alesund

09:55

10:26

10:27

11:27

W5  Ny-Alesund

10000 ft

180 kn

-

11:50 Clouds west of Ny-Alesund but NyAlesund itself is cloud-free ahead
11:54 Overpassing Ny-Alesund

Ny-Alesund  LYR
10000 ft
- 12:07 starting to descend, roller doors closed
- 12:12 Glory in cloud below
- 12:16 Touch-down

Quicklooks:
Lidar (Birte):

11:51

180 kn

MiRAC (Leif):

Radiation (Johannes)

HAWK (Elena)
1240nm

EAGLE (Elena)
550nm

Turbulence (Christof)

Microphysics (LamP, Guillaume)

Microphysics (DLR, Yvonne)

